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• Editorial 

• Original Article

• Review Articles

• Short Papers

• Case Reports

• Letter to Editor

• Personal Views

• Special Communication

TYPES OF MEDICAL WRITING



THE BASIC STRUCTURE OF ARTICLE

AIMRAD

Abstract

Background

Objective

Methods

Results

and

Discussion



• Should be specific But comprehensive

• Short But sufficiently descriptive

• No abbreviations

• Should be easy To catalogue

TITLE



• Title of  the article (concise information)

• Name of  author(s)

• Highest academic degree(s)

• Affiliation 

• Department

• Institution

• Disclaimers if  any

• Name and address of  author for correspondence about the manuscript

• Source of  support in the form of  grants, equipment, drugs

• Short running head or foot line of  no more than 40 characters

TITLE PAGE (1ST PAGE)

X



STRUCTURED ABSTRACT

• Introduction:
Purpose of  the study

• Materials/Patients & Methods
Basic procedures (selection of  subjects, observational and analytical 

methods)

• Results
Main findings (Data and its significance) 

• Conclusions
The principal conclusions



Word Count:

• 250 words for unstructured abstract

• 350 words for structured abstract

3-10 Key words:

• Assist indexer and cross indexing

• Terms from medical subject heading (MeSH) should 

be used

ABSTRACT AND KEY WORDS  (2ND PAGE)



• State purpose of  the article

• Summarize the rationale for study or observation

• Give Strictly pertinent reference

• Gaps in knowledge which research will fill

• State what you Intend to do

INTRODUCTION  (3RD PAGE)



It does not

• Review the history of  the subject

• Does not identify all the other gaps in knowledge

• Don not include methods, results and discussion

INTRODUCTION



• Describe selection of  the observational, 

Experimental subjects including controls

• Experimental method (reference for standard methods)

• Statistical methods

• Ethics

METHOD (4TH PAGE)



• What Subjects/ patients/ animals/ specimens 

techniques were used?

• Reason for selecting the experimental design of

the study

• Statistical methods used for analysis

• The section should be called "Materiel and

Methods" only if inanimate specimens have been

used.

METHODS



Patient / Animals / Specimens 

• Numbers

• How are they grouped (cases /controls)

• Criteria 

•     Informed consent obtained

METHODS



• Give enough details for readers to assess the 

validity of  the results, and repeat the study

• If  standard techniques is used, give 

appropriate reference, any modifications 

should be clearly explained

• If  drug trial- clear description of  trial

TECHNIQUES



STATISTICS

• Clearly mention the statistical methods used 

for appropriate verification of  reported 

results.

• Consult a statistician before starting the 

study



• Communication of  facts, measurements, and  

observations gathered by the author

• Start with the results that are easier to interpret 

• Results should be set out in tables and figures

• Do not duplicate illustrations

RESULTS



Logical sequence:

1. Text

2. Tables 

3. Illustrations

• Do not repeat in the text all the data in tables / figures 

• Tables: Put each table in a separate sheets

• Figures: Legends and Resolution are so important

RESULTS (5TH PAGE)

Instruction for 

Authors



• What gaps in knowledge remain to be filled?

• Main results should be summarised at the 

beginning of  discussion. 

• Only mention previous results or comments 

which illuminate or which are illuminated by the 

present results.

DISCUSSION (6TH PAGE)



• Final paragraph in which the message of  the article 

is firmly stated.

• Point out where further gaps in knowledge could 

usefully  be filled instead of  "further research is 

needed".

• Intention of  author to explore the "Gaps" further.

DISCUSSION

CONCLUSION



چو کسی موالف و نویسنده است؟

Ghost author

Gifted author

Guest author

از چو کسی باید در تشکرات نام برد؟

اخالق در نگارش و انتشار یافته ها



“We wish to thank” - all those who deserve recognition

for their contribution but who have not made a

significant intellectual contribution and are therefore not

included as authors (Colleagues, Institutions,

Organizations providing financial help, laboratory and

secretarial staff)

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS  (7TH PAGE)

Silent partners



A numeric citation system

in-text references: Only a number

"Recent randomized controlled trials in primary care showed 

benefits for patients with depression from increased telephone 

support, better cooperation between primary care and mental 

health professionals, and more systematic follow up.7 "

Or ...     2-5      2-5,7,10.

VANCOUVER STYLE



A list of  references cited given at the end of  an essay:

1. Book references

2. Journal articles

3. Conference papers

4. Online sources

VANCOUVER STYLE: BIBLIOGRAPHY



1. Each author's surname followed by the initials, a comma should 

separate each author's name

2. Title of  the book

3. Edition of  the book if  there has been more than one. Abbreviate 

edition to ed.

4. Place of  publication or town of  origin, followed by a colon

5. Publisher's name, followed by a semi-colon

6. Year of  publication

• Ford MJ, Munro JF. Introduction to Clinical Examination. 7th ed. 

Edinburgh: Churchill Livingstone; 2000. 

• Cohen J, Brown A, Smith B, Jones G, Murphy M, McKay P et al. 

VANCOUVER STYLE: BIBLIOGRAPHY >

BOOK



Meltzer PS, Kallioniemi A, Trent JM. Chromosome 

Alterations in Human Solid Tumors. In: Vogelstein B, 

Kinzler KW, editors. The Genetic Basis of  Human 

Cancer. New York: McGraw-Hill; 2002. p. 93-113. 

VANCOUVER STYLE: BIBLIOGRAPHY >

A CHAPTER IN A BOOK



1. Author's surname, followed by initials or first name; for articles by 

up to and including six authors, list all authors separated by 

commas

2. Title of  the article, followed by a full stop

3. Title of  the journal abbreviated (using the MEDLINE 

abbreviations at: 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/jrbrowser.cgi. No 

punctuation should be used.

4. Date of  publication: year followed by month (abbreviated to three 

letters) and day followed by a semi-colon.

5. Volume and issue number, the latter in brackets, followed by a 

colon

6. Page numbers, followed by a full stop

VANCOUVER STYLE: BIBLIOGRAPHY >

JOURNAL ARTICLE

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/jrbrowser.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/jrbrowser.cgi


Meydani SN, Leka LS, Fine BC, Dallal GE, Keusch GT, 

Singh MF, et al. Vitamin E and Respiratory Tract 

Iinfections in Elderly Nursing Home Residents: a 

Randomized Controlled Trial. JAMA. 2004 Aug 

18;292(7):828-36.

VANCOUVER STYLE: BIBLIOGRAPHY >

JOURNAL ARTICLE



Anderson JC. Current Status of  Chorion Villus Biopsy. 

In: Tudenhope D, Chenoweth J, editors. Proceedings of  

the Fourth Congress of  the Australian Perinatal Society; 

1986 Sept. 3-6; Brisbane, Queensland: Australian 

Perinatal Society; 1987. p. 190-6.

VANCOUVER STYLE: BIBLIOGRAPHY >

CONFERENCE PAPERS



Author/editor's surname author/editor's first name or 

initial. editor [if  appropriate]. Title of  page. Title of  site. 

Last update or copyright date. URL (Access date). 

Royal College of  General Practitioners. The Primary 

Health Care Team. RCGP website 2003 [cited 2004 Sep 

22]; Available from: URL: 

http://www.rcgp.org.uk/information/publications/infor

mation/PDFInfo/21_OCT_03.pdf  

VANCOUVER STYLE: BIBLIOGRAPHY >

WWW DOCUMENT



Leshner AL. Molecular mechanisms of  cocaine. 

N Engl J Med. In press 1996.

VANCOUVER STYLE: BIBLIOGRAPHY >

UNPUBLISHED MATERIAL



Must Read Instructions to Authors

(Uniform requirements for manuscripts  

submitted to biomedical Journals 1997)

REQUIREMENTS FOR SUBMISSION OF MANUSCRIPT

Preparation 

Abstract

• Introduction 

• Methods

• Materials 

• Subjects

• Patients 

• Results

• Discussion

Typing 

• White bond paper

(8.1/2 x 11” or A4 with 1” 

margins

Typing - Double space

• Number pages  
consecutively beginning 
with title page (upper or 
lower right hand corner)



• Covering letter signed by all co-authors

• Has not been submitted else where

• Approved by all authors

• Authors will bear the cost of  colour illustration

SENDING MANUSCRIPT TO THE JOURNAL



• Choose an appropriate Journals

• Go through the “uniform requirements for Biomedical 

publications”

• Write simple grammatically correct sentences

• Brevity is the best practice 

• Avoid irrelevant details

• Show the draft to colleagues

• Read final draft carefully 

• Typographical and grammatical mistakes give bad impression

• Check tables and figures (Captions, size, clarity)

SOME GUIDELINES



• All person designated as authors should qualify for authorship

• Author should have participated sufficiently in the work to take 

public responsibility for the content

Authorship credit should be based on substantial contribution 

to:

• Conception

• Design

• Analysis & interpretation of  data

AUTHORSHIP



• Drafting, revising it critically, for important intellectual 

contents and final approval of  the contents

• Participating solely in acquisition of  funding, collection of  

data does not justify authorship

• General supervision of  research group is not sufficient for 

authorship

• Order of  the author should be a joint decision of  the 

authors

AUTHORSHIP


